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Brenda J. Talley, MD, chair of the Association of Directors of 
Medical Student Education in Psychiatry (ADMSEP) Awards 
Task Force, presents Kenan Penaskovic, MD, AltaPointe 
psychiatrist and director of the medical student clerkship at 
the University of South Alabama-College of Medicine, with 
the prestigious Devneil Vaidya Faculty Teaching Award at 
the ADMSEP national conference in June.
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At the Pointe
Hope of Recovery  
Art Exhibit
Sunday, Sept. 25  
AHS Adult Outpatient 
West Mobile  
4211 Govt. Blvd.  
Contact Brandi Johnson 
at 602-6463 for more 
information.

NAMI Friends &  
Family Walk
10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 1 
Langan Park
Sponsored by AltaPointe 
Contact Kendra Godbold 
at 665-2537 for info 
about how to participate 
on the AHS Walk team. 

AHS Consumer Council 
& National Mental 
Health Awareness 
Week
Oct. 2-9 
Various AHS locations
Contact Tina Wilson at 
665-2563.

AltaPointe administration and staff members continu-
ously increase AltaPointe’s visibility at the national 
level regarding behavioral healthcare treatment and 
technology by promoting advances and benchmarks 
to national leaders in the field. Such hard work and 
outreach benefits AltaPointe in a variety of ways. This 
spring, four AltaPointe psychiatrists gained visibility 
at the national level and a behavioral healthcare 
technology organization recognized AltaPointe as a 
national leader in technology innovation.

Netsmart national conference features 
AltaPointe during opening plenary 
In the area of technology, AltaPointe has earned a  
reputation for being “ahead of the curve” in the 
electronic medical records movement and for  
integrating software tools for staff training, education 
and the sharing of information among employees 
and consumers. Over the past ten years, Netsmart 
Technologies has helped AltaPointe implement more 
effective and efficient software solutions to improve 
service delivery. AltaPointe uses 13 Netsmart products, 
including Avatar. 

When contacted for a comment about the 
AltaPointe-Netsmart connection, Mike Valentine,  
CEO of Netsmart Technologies, explained the value  
of the relationship between the two companies. 

“We are in an era of the evolution of our technology 
where our clients will literally help shape our solutions,” 
Valentine said. “This is the era where we start to focus 
less on features and functions and more on clinical and 
operational workflows. 

“Our clients are the best co-pilots for this 
journey. We see AltaPointe as a critical partner in 
helping us shape our solutions for the future.”

An indication of that interdependency was an invi-
tation from Netsmart to AltaPointe to film a “welcome” 
video for its national “Connections 2010” conference 
held in San Diego this April. The video aired at the 
conference’s opening session with more than 550 
Netsmart clients in attendance. AltaPointe was one of 
four clients invited to participate in the video.

AltaPointe’s “Welcome to Connections!” video had 
a Mobile theme and featured the Mobile Azalea Trail 
Maids seated on the lawn of the Bragg-Mitchell home 
and AltaPointe employees in masks and beads posed in 

front of the Mobile Carnival and Mardi Gras Museum. 
AltaPointe produced a second video that included 
interviews with our leadership that also was shown 
during the conference. 

Netsmart is a national leader in providing infor-
mation technology software solutions in the field of 
behavioral healthcare. Netsmart provides on-demand 
and traditional software solutions to automate key 
financial, clinical and management processes for more 
than 18,000 organizations, including individual private 
practices, small group providers, community health 
centers, counties and 40 state systems. 

Penaskovic receives prestigious award 
from international organization 
Kenan Penaskovic, MD, psychiatrist at AltaPointe 
and director of the medical student clerkship at the 

University of South Alabama-College of Medicine, 
received the prestigious Devneil Vaidya Faculty 
Teaching Award given by the Association of Directors 
of Medical Student Education in Psychiatry  
(ADMSEP) this June. 

AltaPointe recognized nationally

See ‘AltaPointe recognized’ on page 3



Tuerk Schlesinger, CEO

‘We are touched that  
AltaPointe employees collected 

this amount of money’
Lori Redding, IRMHC Human Resources Director
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AltaPointe staff members aid fellow mental health workers after tornadoes

Notes from Tuerk
Assessment reveals need for consultation services 

AltaPointe staff members responded with compassion to the needs 
of fellow mental health workers in central Alabama after the April 
2011 tornadoes ripped through that part of the state. 

Sixty-eight AltaPointe employees donated nearly $2,800 to the 
AltaPointe Tornado Relief Drive for Indian Rivers Mental Health 
Center (IRMHC) staff members affected severely by the storms. 
This money will help AltaPointe’s colleagues in central Alabama 
re-establish their homes and make their lives a little easier as they 
recover from their losses. 

AltaPointe Administration worked with 
IRMHC Human Resources Director Lori 
Redding to coordinate the effort. “We are 
touched that AltaPointe employees collected 
this amount of money,” Redding said. 
“This money has increased the total dona-
tions in our fund so that we can disburse more than $5,000 to our 
employees in need.”

IRMHC Executive Director Jim Moore also expressed his 
appreciation for the support and concern shown by AltaPointe  
staff members. 

MIS staff members provide backup and assistance 
to Cullman Center
Additionally, the AltaPointe MIS Department assisted Mental 
Health Care of Cullman by providing emergency backup to its 

electronic medical records. AltaPointe has hosted Cullman’s EMR 
system for the past two years and was responsible for disaster 
recovery. The AltaPointe MIS Department reproduced many of the 
EMR documents, future appointment listings, caseloads for staff, 
consumer contact information and financial eligibility printouts, 
allowing Cullman to operate within 24 hours after the disaster.

AltaPointe Chief Information Officer, Steve Dolan, also deliv-
ered a generator and an air conditioning unit to a group home in 

Cullman that he learned was without power. 
“The MIS staff is a very caring group,” 
Dolan said. “Knowing that we were going 
to drive this documentation to Cullman, the 
staff wanted to do more.”

MIS contacted Chris Van Dyke, the 
executive director of Mental Health Care 

of Cullman and learned the center needed a generator for a 10-bed 
group home to keep food from spoiling and to run lights. “When 
we arrived the next day with the clinical documentation and front 
office listings, we also were able to provide Cullman with a gener-
ator, air conditioner and electrical cords for their group home.”  

Van Dyke and the entire Cullman staff expressed their apprecia-
tion for the MIS Department’s quick response and added support. 
“Chris recognized AltaPointe’s efforts through emails to the 
commissioner of mental health and fellow members of the Alabama 
Council,” Dolan said. 

As employees, we each look at this organi-
zation’s mission from a different perspective. 
Some of us view AltaPointe as a hospital while 
others see it as a mental health center or a 
residential service provider. Still others would 
characterize AltaPointe’s mission as providing 
education. All these viewpoints are accurate, 
in part. 

In fact, as a mental health authority under 
Alabama State Act 310, AltaPointe’s core mission is to assess the 
community’s mental health needs and the resources available to 
provide treatment. Each service we offer has grown from a needs 
assessment. This process has revealed numerous unmet needs over 
the years. One such need was for psychiatric consultation within 
acute care hospitals in our region. Historically, doctors with privi-
leges to practice in specific hospitals provided treatment to patients 
with psychiatric issues. In addition, hospitals that once operated 
psychiatric units were forced to discontinue using staff psychiatrists 
because reimbursement rates fell so dramatically that it made provi-
sion of these services unsustainable. 

Patients who require both medical and psychiatric care suffer 
serious consequences when hospitals cannot provide in-house 
psychiatric services. We have found that most of the time these 
patients’ psychiatric problems are not assessed or stabilized because 

they do not receive the appropriate treatment or medications while 
in the hospital. This results in unnecessarily long lengths of stay. 
Moreover, discharge plans for these patients typically do not include 
adequate and appropriate follow-up for outpatient psychiatric care.

When you couple these outcomes with the fact that people 
suffering from both serious mental and physical illness are often 
the most difficult cases to diagnose and treat, providing psychiatric 
consultation services in the hospital is even more vital.

Thanks to AltaPointe’s medical director, Dr. Sandra Parker, 
and to our chief consultation liaison physician, Dr. William Billett, 
patients have been receiving psychiatric consultation services at 
Mobile Infirmary Medical Center, Infirmary West, Providence 
Hospital, USA Children’s and Women’s Hospital and USA Medical 
Center for several years now. We appreciate Dr. Parker and Dr. 
Billett for their commitment to meeting this need. 

In its role as this region’s mental health authority, AltaPointe saw 
a growing need for psychiatric consultation services and responded 
by establishing a program to meet that need to the benefit of all 
involved. We will always work to satisfy the intent of Act 310 to 
ensure that every patient throughout 
our continuum, including patients in 
the acute care setting, will receive the 
best care possible. 



William Billett

AltaPointe psychiatric consultations often take 
place in hospital ERs.
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An individual enters a Mobile-area emergency room showing 
signs of mental distress. The hospital does not have a psychiatrist 
on staff, but fortunately it contracts with AltaPointe for services. 
Minutes later, an urgent request for a psychiatric consultation from 
the ER nurse or doctor pops up on the iPad® of William Billett, 
MD, AltaPointe’s chief consultation liaison physician who provides 

consultation services to five area hospitals.
Requests like these include a short 

description of the emergency along with 
contact information so that Billett can 
respond quickly. He de-escalates the situ-
ation, provides support and consultation 
to the patient and makes recommenda-
tions for needed future evaluation. On 
average, AltaPointe receives approximately 
300 consultation requests each month, a 
number that illustrates the major need for 

this service in the Mobile community. 
“AltaPointe is the only organization providing psychiatric 

consultation in the region,” Sandra Parker, MD, AltaPointe’s 
chief medical officer, said. “We help manage psychiatric problems 
in patients who have complex medical problems. We also provide 
much-needed psychiatric consultation in several emergency rooms.”

In addition to being head of consultation services, Billett teaches 
psychiatric consultation to University of South Alabama’s College of 
Medicine psychiatry residents. 

Parker and Billett explained that the ultimate goal of psychiatric 
consultation is to ensure the safety and stability of the patient within 
a medical environment. “We collect history and medical data to 
assess the patient, conduct a mental status examination, establish a 
clear diagnosis and recommend a treatment plan, all of which we 
carry out with the help of ConsultPoint,” Billett said.

The AltaPointe Management of Information Systems team 
developed “ConsultPoint,” a software program that has helped to 
improve all areas of the consultancy service. It allows hospitals to 
request consultations electronically, making accessibility easier.

“ConsultPoint gives accountability for both sides,”  
Dwight Lacy, AltaPointe Director of Hospitals, said. “We can 
identify patients; record requests, visits and progress notes and track 
reimbursement information electronically. It is far more timely and 
efficient because the hospital nurses do not have to contact us by 
phone anymore.” 

AltaPointe’s 
psychiatric consulta-
tion service benefits 
the community by 
opening up hospital 
beds, decreasing 
the patient average 
length of stay and 
offering follow-up 
outpatient services.

Psychiatric consultation serves area hospitals

The award recognizes a promising junior faculty member who 
is already demonstrating excellence in teaching, mentoring and 
curricular innovations related to medical student education. The 
ADMSEP is an international organization of psychiatric educators 
dedicated to the education of medical students in the behavioral 
sciences and psychiatry. 

Penaskovic was selected based on criteria including quality and 
breadth of teaching, educational endeavors, administrative respon-
sibilities, curriculum innovations, presentations at meetings and 
awards and recognition in teaching.

Dr. Ronald Franks, professor of psychiatry and vice president for 
health sciences at USA, said in an article posted on “Med School 
Watercooler,” a USA College of Medicine online forum, that the 
medical student education program has advanced sharply over the 
past several years. 

“With the support of AltaPointe, Dr. Penaskovic completely 
revised the educational experience for junior medical students such 
that they were involved in the assessment and treatment of psychi-
atric disorders throughout the lifespan,” he said. 

Parker, Engeriser and Billett speak at  
national conference
AHS Chief Medical Officer, Sandra Parker, MD, and AHS 
psychiatrists William Billett, MD, and J. Luke Engeriser, 
MD, gave a three-part presentation about the ground-breaking 

lawsuit, Wyatt vs. Stickney, at the American Psychiatric Association 
Annual Meeting in Hawaii this May. The APA represents 38,000 
physician leaders in mental health. 

The trio submitted the topic because of the great influence the 
lawsuit continues to have on behavioral healthcare and the laws 
governing mental health. As the superintendent of Alabama’s Bryce 
Hospital in Tuscaloosa, Dr. Stonewall Stickney supervised the 
court-ordered overhaul of Alabama’s mental health system as its first 
full-time commissioner in 1970.

Dr. Parker presented “A Biography of Dr. Stickney,” Dr. Billett 
presented “Review of the Legal Aspects of Wyatt v. Stickney,” 
and Dr. Engeriser presented “The Historical Backdrop of Wyatt 
v. Stickney.” In preparation for her presentation, Dr. Parker had 
the opportunity to speak with Carol Stickney, widow of Stonewall 
Stickney. 

Wyatt vs. Stickney created minimum standards for the care and 
rehabilitation of people with mental illness and mental retardation 
that have been emulated throughout the nation and have become 
the fabric of national and international law. Filed on Oct. 23, 1970 
and closed Dec. 5, 2007, it is the longest running mental-health 
lawsuit in US history. At the time the lawsuit was filed in 1970, 
Bryce Hospital residents were living in “overcrowded and inhu-
mane” conditions. The hospital had more than 5,000 patients with 
only three physicians and one nurse for every 250 patients. 

AltaPointe recognized nationally continued from page 1



Chrsitina Robbins

Renee Hunter

Two MIS initiatives launch this summer
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People & Positions at the Pointe
The AHS Human Resources Department reports the 
following new employees joined AltaPointe from  
Jan. 31, 2011 to May 23:

Administration
Management Information Systems – Assistant System 
Administrator: Marty White; Performance Improvement 
– Performance Improvement Assistant: Teresa Graham; 
Business Services – Document Scanning Professional: Kristen 
Dawson; Department of Psychiatry – Clerkship Assistant: 
Tanya Huell 

Outpatient Division 
Adult Outpatient Services – Pharmacist PRN/Gordon 
Smith: Keith Schwarz, Samarlos Scott, Naseem Strength; 
Case Manager, ID/Gordon Smith: Aprell Knight; Therapist, 
Substance Abuse/West Mobile: Rachel Mace; Therapist/South 
Mobile: Brittany Rice; Crisis Team Therapist/South Mobile: 
Ashauntai Handy, Deanna Williams; Crisis Team Counselor/
South Mobile: Kimberlyn Barbour; Therapist/Zeigler:  
Pamela Wisner 

Children’s Outpatient Services – Therapist: Shanevia 
Robinson; Case Manager: Kristin Breland, Latasha 
Gill, Christle Reddix; Case Manager/Lott Road: Michelle 
Jorgensen; Behavioral Aide: Jackquline Bradley, Meghan 
Glenn, Tiffany McInnis; Behavioral Aide/Three Notch: 
Patricia Kyles, Jacqueline McGrew 

Inpatient Division
BayPointe – Therapist: Rosalind Thomas; RN Acute: 
Amanda Carnley, Jacqueline Hughes; RN Acute (PRN): 
Shanetta Bettis; LPN Acute: Alicia Austin; Certified Nurse 
Assistant: Shandrea Marshall, Eugenia Roberts, Candi-
Ann Tubbs; Behavioral Aide Acute: Felix Antwi, LaTonya 
Crosson, Darryl Davis, Hugh Durden, Ray Fisher,  

Anna Heredia, Tiffany Jones, Sammy Malone, Diane 
Peavy; Behavioral Aid/Day Treatment: Larry Johnson; 
Behavior Specialist Acute: Iyshia Mose, Tamara White; 
Lifeguard/Behavioral Aide: Devan Moore; Medical Records 
Assembly: Brenis Gray

Residential Services Division
Adult Residential Services – Behavioral Aide, Therapeutic/
Azalea: Bonita Smith; Behavioral Aide/Burtonwood: Whitney 
Roberts; Behavioral Aide/Countrywood Court: Stan Ejiobi; 
LPN/Dogwood: Elizabeth Levingston; Behavioral Aide, 
Therapeutic/Dogwood: Tamara Holmes, Courtney Lang, 
James Miller; Recreational Aide/Dogwood: Hilary Lomax; 
Assistant Coordinator/Lakefront: Eunice Mingo; LPN/
Lakefront: Abbie Bexly; Behavioral Aide, Therapeutic/Lakefront: 
Kayla Hamilton, Carla Lang, Natashia Taylor; RN/
Medical House: Sandra York; Behavioral Aide/Medical House: 
Tracy Gradford; Behavioral Aide/Old Military: Trevonne 
Hunt; Behavioral Aide/Rosewood: Priscilla Lockhart, Erica 
Taylor, Schelissia Toomey; Behavioral Aide/Safehaven: Lea 
Warner; Behavioral Aide/ARS Floater: Natasha Lacy

Promotions
Christina Robbins is now a therapist at 
BayPointe Adult Hospital. 

Renee Hunter is now an 
assistant coordinator with  
Adult Community Services.  
She supervises the Foster Home, 
Arbor Court and Supported 

Housing programs.  

Moves
Magdi Tageldin, MD, is now the staff psychiatrist for 
AOP-Zeigler. 

The AltaPointe MIS Department is launching two new initiatives 
this quarter to improve the way we communicate and work. 

AltaLink keeps employees informed
The first initiative named, AltaLink, is AltaPointe’s new intranet and 
the face of AltaPointe’s private network. AltaLink allows employees 
to stay informed while linking them to departmental and employee-
related resources. The main AltaLink page displays AltaPointe 
announcements, news and links to department pages. 
“We wanted to employ better tools to keep employees connected 
with important announcements, successes around AltaPointe and 
with each other in a secured way,” AltaPointe CIO Steve Dolan, 
said. “AltaLink is a big first step to achieving that connectivity.”

AltaLink went live in July. Site managers will continuously 

improve, update and grow the site. New functionality and depart-
mental pages will be launched in the coming months. 

MyAvatar makes access easier
MyAvatar, a new user interface for Avatar, our EMR system,  
will launch in August. MyAvatar makes accessing information  
easier and provides a dashboard view based on the user’s personal 
preference. The EMR Committee and end users have provided 
feedback on what information should be displayed and how.

 “MyAvatar creates a more intuitive and productive  
end-user experience,” Kartik Joshi, head of MIS Application 
Development, said. “MyAvatar will provide care professionals  
with insightful clinical data at a glance without creating a feeling  
of information overload.”



Kevin Markham

Sherill Alexander

Steve Dolan

SPOTLIGHT
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5SCS promotes AHS Stars, 
job-specific standards
AltaPointe’s Five-Star Customer Service 
Committee had an active spring following  
the announcement of  the 2010 “Stars of   
the Year” in February 2011. 

Posters featuring photos of  the eight 
AltaPointe Stars for 2010 and information 
about AltaPraise 
have been 
installed at 
AHS locations. 
The eight stars 
featured are 
AOP Therapist 
Fairlie 
Schrieber 
(named Star of  
the Year), Adult 
Residential 
Services 
Behavioral 
Aide Pamela 
McConnell, BayPointe Assistant Nurse 
Manager LaTonja Herron, BayPointe/
LeMoyne School Behavioral Aide Tiffany 
King, Office Professional (COP) Cassandra 
Franklin, COP Project Achieve Case 
Manager Carla Walker, COP Therapist 
Vivian Gooding and MIS Network 
Specialist Ed McGaughy.

New adult and child/adolescent consumer 
AltaPraise cards have been distributed to 
AHS locations. The new cards have a simpler 
format and language and include bright 
colors and graphics to make them more 
appealing and user-friendly. 

The committee also distributed job-
specific standards cards for all AHS 
employees. Twenty-one different cards cover 
more than 160 staff  positions at AltaPointe. 
The cards include position-related standards 
and are designed to hang on badge holders 
behind employees’ badges. 

An AltaPointe “Stars of  the Year 
2010” video has been added to the Five-
Star Customer Service training. The video 
gives new employees a glimpse at the work 
carried out by AHS staff  members and 
emphasizes how AltaPointe places a high 
value on extraordinary customer service and 
recognizing outstanding employees. 

Kevin Markham, MBA, AHS Chief  Financial Officer, is president 
of  the Alabama Council of  Mental Health Board’s Administrative 
Managers Committee, a professional committee comprising accounting 
and information technology personnel from Alabama’s community 
mental health centers. The committee discusses topics including billing, 
Alabama Department of  Mental Health contracts and programs, grants, 
insurance issues and information technology issues. 

Steve Dolan, AHS Chief  Information Officer, has been elected as the 
Secretary of  the Avatar National User Association (ANUA). It represents 
more than 500 state, county and community Netsmart provider entities 
from around the country. ANUA provides a collective customer voice for 
the purpose of  product enhancement in the areas of  technology, funding 
regulation and clinical practice 

Dr. J. Luke Engeriser spoke at the Alabama Psychiatric Physicians 
Association spring meeting in Montgomery this April. His topic was “Military 
Psychiatry: Current Clinical Challenges.” Third-year USA psychiatry resident 
Severin Grenoble, MD, presented “Biological Depression: A Chronic Inflammatory 
Disease?” Alabama Gov. Robert Bentley and Alabama Department of Mental Health 
Commissioner Zelia Baugh attended the opening-night reception and exhibit showcase of 
the three-day conference at which AltaPointe was an exhibitor.

AHS Director of  Performance Improvement, Sherill Alexander, RN, 
recently completed the Leadership Mobile program. Leadership Mobile 
is a community-based organization established to train and empower 
leaders who are committed to supporting and leading community growth 
and progress through networking and collaborative problem solving.

Alicia Donoghue, SPHR, AHS Director of  Human Resources, has 
been elected secretary of  the Human Resources Associates Group of  

the Alabama Council of  Community Mental Health Boards. The HR Group comprises 
28 other community mental health/substance abuse agencies that meet quarterly to share 
knowledge and promote good HR practices.  

Jarrett Crum, LCSW-PI, EastPointe Hospital Administrator, has been elected chairman 
of  the Alabama Hospital Association’s Psychiatric Constituency Section. The Alabama 
Hospital Association is a statewide trade organization that assists member hospitals in 
effectively serving the health care needs of  Alabama through advocacy, representation, 
education and service.

Cindy Martin, human resources specialist, earned a master’s degree in business 
administration from the University of  South Alabama. 

Latasha Chambers, behavioral specialist in the AOP Adult Intensive Day Treatment 
program, earned a bachelor of  science degree in criminal justice. 

Christina Robbins, therapist at BayPointe Adult Hospital, earned a master’s degree in 
social work from the University of  Alabama.  

Mark Miele, AOP Bridge Team case manager, and Barbara Adams, therapist with 
BayPointe’s Child and Adolescent Residential Services, were inducted on April 30 into the 
University of  South Alabama’s chapter of  Chi Sigma Iota, the international honor society 
for professional counseling. 



Wayne Grimes performs on the keyboard during the 
talent show.

Camp Grace’s pavilion provides a great venue for the day.

Michelle Agerton, left, Davey Chastang, center, and  

Sherri Crane oversaw plans for the day’s outing. 

AHS Transitional Age Services Therapist Steven Booker, left, and COP 
Clinical Director Olivia Nettles give blood during one of two AHS  
LifeSouth blood drives this spring. Standing by is a LifeSouth staff member.

Pete Patterson’s guitar solo 

was a crowd favorite.

Michelle Counts prepares for lunch. Jeanette Wilkerson is 
in the background.
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AOP-Zeigler Rehab and Day Treatment programs enjoyed a  
day of relaxation in the sunshine at beautiful Camp Grace on  
April 29. The consumers put on a talent show and entertained 
the crowd with singing, recitation of original poems, instrumental 
numbers, rapping and dancing. 

AHS staff members give  
34 units during blood drive 
AHS participated in two LifeSouth blood 
drives to help fill an extreme need for 
blood in the wake of  the catastrophic 
tornadoes that hit north Alabama. 
The successful drives were held at 
BayPointe May 9 and Gordon-Smith 
Drive May 11. Overall, AHS donated 34 units  
of  blood that would support saving as many as 102 lives in north 
Alabama as part of  tornado relief  efforts.

AHS Day Treatment hosts picnic, talent show at Camp Grace



Anna Heredia, behavioral specialist, and Xavier Gillam, recreational specialist, serve pizza, sodas and ice cream during BayPointe’s 
CMHAW karaoke party. 

BayPointe Children’s Hospital Educational Liaison Jessica Reeder, in front, and Urishica Kyles, behavioral aide, have as much fun as the consumers at the CMHAW karaoke party. 

Donning her green ribbon in honor of 

CMHAW and wearing a sombrero to 

celebrate Cinco de Mayo, COP Transitional 

Age Services Therapist Julie McMullen 

laughs with SouthPaw, USA Jaguars mascot, 

during COP’s CMHAW celebration May 5. 

Children’s Outpatient Services 

Coordinator, Kathy Rouse, tries her 

hand at face painting during the 

CMHAW activities. 
Drivers traveling down Bishop Lane honked their horns and cheered 
as they passed COP staff members line dancing with University of 
South Alabama mascot, SouthPaw, during 2011 CMHAW activities. 

BayPointe Team Specialist Donald McGraw reacts 

to a consumer’s performance during BayPointe’s 

CMHAW week karaoke party. BayPointe consumers 

danced, sang and cheered each other on during  

the celebration. 
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Dozens of  AltaPointe staff  members helped make National Children’s Mental Health Awareness Week (CMHAW) special for our child and 
adolescent consumers and their families. BayPointe, Children’s Outpatient Services at Bishop Lane, Transitional Age Services, AHS South 
Mobile and Washington County offices each held activities the week of  May 1. 

AltaPointe celebrates National Children’s Mental Health Awareness Week

AHS consumer wins poster contest
AHS Transitional Age Services consumer, Alexia 
Martin (left, holding poster), met Gov. Robert 
Bentley after her artwork was selected to be featured 
on the Alabama Family Ties 2011 Children’s Mental 
Health Awareness Week poster. Martin was invited to 
Montgomery to be part of the ceremony when Gov. 
Bentley signed the proclamation declaring May 1-7 
Children’s Mental Health Awareness Week in Alabama. 



Anitra Jarreau performs front and center in the role of “Tina” as part of  
the “Ike and Tina Turner Review” at the Trans Age Talent Show. Janaska  
Jones-Hunter, left, and Chantel Crum are backup singers. Steven Booker  
plays the guitar.

Kathy Rouse “busts some moves” as she 
dances onstage with the Transitional Age 
Talent Show winner.

Patricia Noonan, center, enjoys her retirement party with, from left,  
Kelly Stark, Christe Ellis, Robin Lawrence, Ann Brye and Bernita Washam.
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Transitional Age Services consumers, AHS staff 
members enjoy talent show
Many of  the Transitional Age Services consumers, who are between 
age 16 and 22, enjoyed music, dancing and expressing themselves 

through poetry and 
rap at the Trans Age 
talent show June 3. 
The show grew from 
a request from several 
Trans Age consumers 
who asked for a setting 
in which to present 
their talents. Staff  
members who had 
seen them perform in 
casual settings wanted 
to create a formal way 
to showcase their skills. 

“The management 
team concluded that 
a talent show would 
be a wonderful venue 
where our consumers 
could shine,” said 
COP Coordinator 
Katherine Rouse. 
“We are so proud of  
our residents that we 

wanted to give others at AltaPointe a chance to enjoy their talents 
with us.” 

Rouse and other Trans Age staff  members helped organize the 
event attended by more than 100 consumers and staff  members. 
Rouse’s son, professional musician Troy Brannon, enhanced  
the audience’s enjoyment with his time, talent and sound system.  

The managers and therapists at each residential program  
organized practice sessions to help consumers gain confidence  
about performing. 

Adding to the fun was a performance by “The Ike and Tina 
Turner Review,” comprising assistant coordinator Anitra Jarreau 
as “Tina” and residential manager Janaska Jones-Hunter and 
therapists Chantel Crum and Steven Booker as her back-up 
singers and band. Rouse also garnered applause and a few laughs as 
she performed a popular dance with one of  the consumers. 

The winner of  the talent show was Robert Jordan, who showed 
off  his dance moves, recited an original poem and cheered on his 
fellow consumers as they performed. The event also included an art 
show for consumers with fine artistic drawing skills. Renee Ingall 
won first prize for her drawing “Hello Kitty.” 

AOP Coordinator Sherri Crane recently wrote AltaNews staff  
members about a “Sailing Away into Retirement” party held 
Wednesday, April 27 in honor of  Patricia Noonan, CRNP,  
AOP-Zeigler. AOP-Zeigler and Adult Residential Services staff  
members hosted the event. During her career at AltaPointe, Noonan 
served consumers of  AOP-Zeigler, Adult Residential Services,  
Adult Community Services, the Community Counseling Center 
of  South Mobile and the Community Counseling Center of  
Washington County. She plans to enjoy her days traveling on her 
sailboat, “Snoopy.”  

“Pat is a team player who worked closely with the nursing staff, 
residential staff, and therapists to ensure consumers were receiving 
the best care possible,” Crane said. “Although we will all miss her, the 
staff  members at Zeigler Outpatient are excited she will now be able 
to spend some time relaxing and enjoying her friends and family.” 

Transitional Age Services Consumer Talent Show a huge hit

Noonan ‘sails away’ into retirement



Can’t Tell Us Nothing Girls—From left, Contrice Powell,  

Monica Jones, Heather Morgan and Alberta Abrams

Record 55 staff members reach 10-pound 
goal during Scale Back Alabama

Ad-Men—From left, Nick Brattoli, Ed McGaughy, Robert Carlock and 
Toby Cummings

Big Boys Don’t Cry Again & Again—From left, Bill Hamilton,  
Martis Cobb, Dean Milam and Charles Graham

Bounce Back Divas—From left, Talicia Holcombe, Erica Johnson, 

Cheryl Cheese and Ivy Evans
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AHS staff members broke company records for the number of 
winning individuals during Scale Back Alabama 2011, the  
10-week weight loss and fitness challenge sponsored by the Alabama 
Department of Public Health. AHS offered cash prizes to winners, 
and the incentive helped draw 212 participants. A record 55  
individuals reached the 10-pound weight loss goal and won $20,  
and four teams’ members all lost 10 pounds and won an additional 
$50 each. Overall, a whopping 800 pounds was shed by AHS  
staff members during the 10-week challenge. Each participant  
received a draw-string water bottle huggy and a sporty  
AltaPointe eyeglass strap. 

Congratulations to the following winners: Alberta 
Abrams, Kenyeta Baliem, Larry Bellamy, Belinda Bethune, Judith 
Boswell, Nick Brattoli, Rita Brown, Ann Brye, Robert Carlock, 
Cheryl Cheese, Martis Cobb, Angie Cook, Casey Crook, Toby 
Cummings, Oma Dobbs, Ollie Doyle, Ivy Evans, Octavia Fuller, 
Valerie Green, Charles Graham, Bill Hamilton, Emma Hayles, 
Gayle Hearst, Talicia Holcombe, Elaine Jackson, Lizona Jefferson, 
Michael Jenkins, Erica Johnson, Alisha Jones, Monica Jones, Earica 
Key, Kay King, Lashunda Lassiter, Norris Laurence, Leigh Ann 
Macon, Phyllis Mason, Ed McGaughy, Julie McMullen, Kimberly 
Meadows, Dean Milam, Wanda Moore, Heather Morgan, Willie 
Myers, Lawrence Pendleton, Veronica Pettway, Brenda Phelan, 
Contrice Powell, Orda Powell, Jessica Reeder, Maria Robinson-
Pitts, Tiffany Rush, Jameca Spears, Cynthia Stargell, Dawn Turner 
and Erica White.Winning Teams



AOP Assistant Coordinator for Forensics and 
Jail Diversion, Mary Lee Collins, and 30-year 
Houston, Texas Police Department veteran  
Frank Webb provided a two-day Crisis 
Intervention Training to Mobile-area law 
enforcement officials this May.

Charles Graham contributes his thoughts  
during the AOP staff retreat as Cynthia Choice, 
right, listens.

Christina Robbins, left, and Dee Dee Cook discuss the day’s topic during 
the Adult Outpatient Services retreat in April.
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Adult Outpatient Services
Adult Community Services retreat focuses on goal 
setting and planning 
AltaPointe Adult Community Services staff  members took part  
in a retreat April 21 at Five Rivers Delta Resource Center.  
AOP Coordinator 
Michelle 
Krulewicz-Dees 
and AOP Assistant 
Coordinator 
Dee Dee Cook 
organized the retreat, 
which was designed 
to improve team 
work and efficiency 
to better serve all 
AHS consumers 
in need of  housing 
assistance. Topics 
offered included goal 
setting, motivational 
and stages of  change, 
exploration of  the team’s mission, disaster planning for high-risk 
consumers, dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), discharge planning, 
the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)/geriatric depression 
scale, Medicaid standards and billing, and personality disorders 
among the aging. The Adult Community Services Division includes 
senior adult services, homeless housing, PATH and community 
housing programs. Dorothy Curry from Via Center also came to 
discuss Via’s services as a resource for AHS staff  and consumers.

National schizophrenia pilot program enters  
final stages
Clinicians in AHS Adult Outpatient Services have wrapped up 
group therapeutic analysis and scoring activities as part of  the final 
stage of  the national Advancing Standards of  Care for People with 

Schizophrenia pilot program. The National Council for Community 
Behavioral Healthcare (the National Council) funded the study, 
which was conducted in 10 community mental health centers in 
the United States. The goal of  the program is to help people with 
schizophrenia become more active and independent in their daily 
lives and to improve their overall quality of  life by changing the way 
care is provided to them. The consumer analysis phase of  the study 
concluded at the end of  June. 

“We have just completed the last round of  assessments for the 
consumers involved in the study and are in the process of  submitting 
the assessment scores to the National Council so that they can 
analyze the data results,” said Jennifer Maxey, AOP assistant 
coordinator and AHS clinical lead for the study. “We will then 
complete a center-wide survey of  the entire program, which is our 
last requirement for study completion.” Study results are expected 
to be released in late summer through a coordinated media outreach 
conducted by AltaPointe’s Office of  Public Relations and the 
National Council’s public relations agency in Washington, DC.

AHS’s Crisis Intervention Training offers law 
enforcement basic understanding of SMI
AOP Assistant Coordinator for Forensics and Jail Diversion,  
Mary Lee Collins, coordinated with 30-year Houston, Texas 
Police Department 
Veteran Frank Webb 
to provide a two-day 
Crisis Intervention 
Training (CIT) to law 
enforcement officials 
on May 16-17. CIT 
offers law enforcement 
a basic understanding 
of  severe mental 
illness (SMI) and 
enhances traditional 
law enforcement roles 
by offering tactics and 
techniques proven to 
de-escalate situations 
involving individuals 
in a serious mental 
health crisis. 

Thirty-five front-
line law enforcement personnel from Mobile County attended the 
training held at the Mobile County Sheriff ’s Administration  
building. Nationally, specialized trainings like CIT have resulted 
in decreased officer injuries, reduced SWAT call-outs, reduced 
arrest rates and increased access to mental health services. When 
appropriate, individuals with SMI also can be diverted into treatment 
instead of  facing criminal charges. 

Program Progress continued on page 11



Program Progress continued from page 10

BayPointe consumers concentrate on the interactive lessons inside 
the DeBakey bus this spring.
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Psychiatry Resident Haygood saves life by  
administering CPR 
On March 12, University of  South Alabama psychiatric resident 
Mark Haygood, MD, observed a young male pulling an elderly 
gentleman from a vehicle in a parking lot in Spanish Fort. The 
unconscious male was lying in the parking lot with his feet positioned 
in the car. 

Hearing an onlooker direct someone to dial 9-1-1, Haygood 
approached the scene, identified himself  as a physician and asked if  
he could help. Haygood evaluated the older male and determined 
that he was not breathing and did not have a pulse. He instructed 
a family member to provide appropriate interval breaths while he 
performed chest compressions. Haygood and the man’s relative 
continued CPR for about 15 minutes until EMS arrived. 

After an automated external defibrillator (AED) was placed on 
the patient and a shock was delivered, Haygood reassessed for a pulse 
and felt a faint heartbeat. At that point, the EMS team transported 
the man to the hospital. 

“As a physician, I have a responsibility to help my community in 
the event of a medical emergency,” Haygood said. “I simply utilized 
my training and commitment in medicine to help someone in need.”

USA psychiatric residents work and train throughout the 
AltaPointe continuum of care.

AHS Substance Abuse Services lauded at  
recent DEC meeting with Commissioner Baugh
AltaPointe Substance Abuse Services Therapist Brandie Johnson 
recently wrote AltaNews after Alabama Department of  Mental 
Health Commissioner Zelia Baugh attended a Drug Education 
Council meeting at which AltaPointe services were being lauded by 
meeting attendees. 

“Our group attended the meeting to practice interpersonal 
effectiveness, and our consumers did a great job,” Johnson said. 
“Attendees said some incredibly nice things about our program and 
about AltaPointe as a whole.” 

Johnson reported that one of  the men in AltaPointe’s program 
shared that he has been in many different programs, but that he has 
learned more in just a few weeks at AltaPointe than he has in all the 
years of  previous treatment combined. Another meeting attendee 
said the skills taught in AltaPointe’s Substance Abuse Program have 
made the biggest difference in her life and that she thinks these skills 
should be taught in schools. 

“There were so many positive comments, most of  them having to 
do with the skills-class portion of  treatment here,” added Johnson.  
“The commissioner also spoke highly about AltaPointe to the 
consumers. It was a very encouraging meeting!”

Dear 
AltaNews…

AltaNews writers often hear stories of wonderful events around 
AltaPointe that simply must be shared. Below are a few examples. 
Keep those great stories coming our way—we like to promote the 
life-changing work carried out each day at AHS.

Inpatient Services
The Infirmary’s DeBakey bus visits BayPointe
This spring, the DeBakey Drug Education Vehicle visited 
BayPointe’s campus to help increase awareness about the 
dangers of  drug use. When BayPointe’s consumers entered the 
“Be Your Best Self: Classroom on Wheels” they were immersed 
in a high-tech, colorful environment. According to the Mobile 
Infirmary website, the bus “features a 12-person theater, touch-
screen kiosks, and actual human organs that show the stark 
difference between healthy body parts and those that have been 
damaged by substance abuse.” 

Adult Residential Services
ARS Dogwood May Day festival creates fun, laughter for consumers 
Adult Residential Services’ Dogwood residence staff  members hosted a May Day celebration for 
its consumers May 27 that included a ring toss, bean-bag toss, musical chairs and other games and 
activities that offered consumers a chance to win fun prizes. The event was spearheaded by assistant 
coordinator Gwendolyn Mose, residential assistant David Dorch and recreational aides 
Tawana Thomas and Hillary Lomax. The consumers enjoyed prizes, good food and cold  
snow cones on a hot day. 

Dogwood Therapeutic Behavioral Aides Tori French, left, and Janet King help get 
everything ready for Adult Residential Services’ Dogwood Residence May Day festival.



Emily Minto-Head, case manager for AOP’s Bridge 
Team, and Connie Reynolds, performance improvement 
coordinator and team leader of AltaPointe’s Mental Health 
First Aid program, show off the MHFA mascot during a two-
day MHFA training for staff members of the Teen Center 
and the Mobile County Health Department April 26-27. 

Michael Goldman, coordinator of the AHS Community 
Counseling Center of Washington County and Mary 
English, executive director of the regional chapter of  
the Child Advocacy Center, hang bows and place 
pinwheels at the county courthouses in Washington,  
Clarke and Choctaw counties during National Child  
Abuse Prevention Month. 
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AHS staff  members participated in a number of  public education and community service 
events this spring. Connie Reynolds, AHS Clinical Compliance Officer and team lead for 
the AHS Mental Health First Aid Program (MHFA), and Emily Minto-Head, AOP Bridge 
Team case manager and MHFA teacher, conducted training for staff  members of  the Teen 
Center and the Mobile County Health Department April 26-27. 

Michael Goldman, chairman 
of  the board of  the regional chapter 
of  the Child Advocacy Center (CAC) 
and coordinator of  the Community 
Counseling Center of  Washington 
County, helped promote awareness 
about child neglect and abuse 
prevention by hanging bows and 
placing pinwheels at the county 
courthouses in Washington, Clarke 
and Choctaw counties in observance 
of  National Child Abuse Prevention 
Month this April. 

AHS also exhibited, sponsored 
or provided other support for the 
Alabama Council of  Mental Health 
Boards annual meeting; the Alabama 
Baby Coalition’s Infant Mortality 
Conference; the Lighthouse 
Community Development Center 
Health Fair in Grand Bay; LifeSouth 
Community Blood Center blood drives; Children’s Mental Health Awareness Week 
activities at BayPointe, Children’s Outpatient Services, Community Counseling Center of  
South Mobile and Community Counseling Center of  Washington County; and Scale Back 
Alabama weigh-outs and winners’ cash prize presentations. 

As part of  the AHS Speakers 
Bureau, Connie Reynolds spoke 
about depression at the National 
Alliance on Mental Illness-Mobile 
(NAMI) monthly meeting in May, 
and Tamieka Martin, coordinator 
of  BayPointe Children’s Hospital, 
spoke about how stress affects 
children at NAMI’s July meeting. 
AltaPointe staff  members are 
scheduled to speak at the August 
through November meetings of  
NAMI-Mobile. 

Staff  members who would like 
to become active in AltaPointe’s 
Speakers Bureau, or who have been 
asked to make a presentation as an 
AltaPointe employee, should contact 
Kendra Godbold in the Office 
of  Public Relations at 665-2537 or 
kgodbold@altapointe.org. 

AltaPointe in the Community

The Story of Thomas Edison
“I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 
ways that won’t work.”

— Thomas A. Edison
Perhaps, the greatest teacher of all 

in never-to-give-up, is Thomas Edison. 
Contrary to popular belief, he didn’t 
“invent” the light bulb, but rather he 
improved upon a 50-year-old idea. Thomas 
Edison dreamed of a lamp that could be 
operated by electricity. Despite more than 
10,000 failures, he finally made his dream 
into a reality. He succeeded not only in 
inventing an incandescent electric light, 
but also an electric lighting system that was 
practical, safe, and economical. 

Thomas Edison is considered by many 
to be one of the most prolific inventors in 
history, holding 1,093 US patents in his 
name, as well as many patents in the United 
Kingdom, France and Germany. His motto 
for success has always been one of hard work 
and determination.

Feel like giving up? 
Ask yourself these questions:  
Have you put in your very best effort? Is it 
just a temporary setback that you are facing? 
Are there more ways than one in dealing 
with your current perceived problems?

Others who have succeeded also shared 
similar findings as Thomas Edison:
 
“ I didn’t fail the test; I just found 100 ways   
 to do it wrong.” 

— Benjamin Franklin  
American Statesman, Scientist, Philosopher, 

Printer, Writer and Inventor, 1706-1790

“ Failures are finger posts on the road  
 to achievement.”

— C.S. Lewis  
British Scholar and Novelist, 1898-1963

Coming Soon…
2011 AHS Benefits Fairs

Locations TBA
October 18, 19, 26 • 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

October 20, 27 • 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.


